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to this association is to embark
The definition of welfare state policy according
of masses while satisfying each
on development through collective participation

othey'sneedssuchthatserviceisthefirstcriteriaofdevelopment,serwiceforthe
satisfyl the needs of the
,,r"rr"r" of mankind. The economic grounds should be to
prosperity on one and losses
person and economic grounds should not be to impose
masses and it should not become the
on others. The prosperity should be laid with
welfare state policy is
whole and sole grounds of an individual. Thus we see
with service for the welfare of
characterized by cotlective participation of masses
as the whole and sole
mankind. The definition of capitalist regime is classified

one embarks losses of others'
monopoly of an individual prevails. The prosperity of
collective participation of masses
The economic folds are laid only in few hands and
only authority prevails such that
do not prevail. There is lack of service folds and
adoption of the economic folds for
economic folds are imposed on the person and the
with every economic identity'
development are lacking. There are adoption folds
of the persons and should entail
such adoption should satisfyl the economic needs
state grounds imparts
service of rightness to the person. Adoption in a welfare
adoption is imposed on personal
rightness to the person while in a capitatist regime

grounds'

Bydefinitioninawelfarestatethebusinessclassificationsinalllocalitiesis
be adopted

prevail which can
primarily associated as such type of businesses should
capabilities of serving the needs of
by large number of people or masses and has the
prevail to serve the needs of the
people. Gollective participation of masses should
states collective
people by providing service to each other. The definition
and above all provide true
participation of masses to serve the needs of each other
service to mankind in totality we
service to mankind in totality. When we say true
should not only suffice once own
mean that overall performance in welfare state
in various ways. once own economic
needs but cater to needs of entire population
people' Economic grounds
prosperity should not become a cause of losses to other
not impose losses to others'
should be to satisfy onets own needs and should
that prosperity is laid with masses
Gategorization of business setups should be such
your own proprietary or monopoly'
and business world should not become
sote monlolv of an individual
Gapitalist order is classified as the whole and
its resources towards
prevails. Gapitalist order is highly reluctant of diversifyring
are seen under capitalist
general public r-r* in", monlpolistic business setups

